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OAFlux Research Products 
Project website: http://oaflux.whoi.edu 

Online:   55-year data record , 1958 onwards, 1, daily, monthly 

To be released: 25-year data record, 1987-onwards, 0.25, daily 

Net Heat flux 

Evaporation 

Wind and Wind Stress 
Schedule to release (2013):  1987-present, daily,  0.25 

Work in progress:   1983-present, 1, daily 

 Two resolutions:  
  - 1-degree        (1958 onward) 
  - 0.25-degree  (1987 onward) 

Online:   55-year data record , 1958 onwards, 1, daily, monthly 

To be released: 25-year data record, 1987-onwards, 0.25, daily 

Latent and sensible 
heat fluxes 

(Yu and Weller, 2007; Yu et al. 2008, Tech Report; 
                                      Jin and Yu, 2013, JGR-Oceans) 

(Yu and Jin, 2012, JGR; 2013, Tech Report) 

(Yu et al. 2008, Tech Report; Jin and Yu, 2013, JGR-Oceans) 



 OAFlux Winds   versus     Scatterometers 



All products are validated using in situ measurements  
Error estimates are provided for each daily field.  



Decadal changes in wind stress from satellite and buoys  



Current effect on satellites 



Can scatterometer be a currentmeter? 

Black vectors: surface currents (Lumpkin and Garraffo, 2005) 



The observed change in tropical winds is 
related to  poleward expansion of Hadley cells 





Higher rate of Evaporation in the trade wind zone 

Subtropical Evaporation zones have widened 



Subtropical Evaporation Zones have widened  
associated with the poleward expansion of the tropical belt 



The widened subtropical evaporation zones appears to be 
a primary cause of the decadal change in E since 1979. 
 

But there is clear interdecal variability in ocean 
evaporation as shown by the 55-year time series. 



Global Precipitation Climatology Project)



Summary and Conclusions 
(1) OAFlux products include air-sea turbulent heat fluxes, evaporation, and wind 
            - 1° analysis  (online) 
            - 0.25° analysis (to be released in 2013) 
 
(2) All products are validated using in situ buoy measurements. 
           - The buoy-based evaluation shows the effects of current on satellite winds. 

           - It seems that retrieving surface currents from scatterometers is a plausible 
concept. 

 
(3) It appears that the changes in tropical winds are associated with the widening  

of the tropical belt. 
 
(4) Expansion of  subtropical evaporation zones is evident  and is consistent with 

the precipitation pattern of change. 

            - The framework connects the change of ocean water cycle with the 
changing atmospheric circulation.  

 
 


